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6

Abstract7

Multiple pipelines are used to enhance the throughput. Multiple data are fetched at pipeline8

and classified into different data by selecting and decoding appropriate bits in Instruction9

field.Methods/Statistical analysis: Enhancing the throughput is one of the important issue10

need to be considered in multitasking system. In the present system parallel pipeline is used11

to improve the data rate. The data rate further can be enhanced by doing classification before12

it feeding to pipeline. In the present system it is achieved by data classification which is done13

at each pipeline based upon mode selecting bits and operation codes. Findings:The decoded14

data from any program is fetched and send simultaneously to arithmetic logic unit or any15

output device simultaneously for further processing. The data is classified and separately16

passed through the stages of pipeline. Based on the type of the data present in the machine17

code the opcode is classified and separated.18

19

Index terms— pipeline, parallel processing, parallel pipeline, instruction cycle, throughput, classification.20

1 I. Introduction21

n the recent days the parallel processing computing plays vital role in many applications like softcomputing,22
Cloud computing, Image processing, Industrial automation, Satellite communication, Robotics and many more.23
Different methodologies are present in implementing parallel processing at different instances and to meet different24
requirements of consumers.25

Parallel computing can be implemented through parallel processors where, multiple processors are used to26
perform multiple tasks in small time or same time. Similarly, parallel programming is used to process and27
execute multiple tasks to perform in the computing system. On the other hand parallel computing can also28
be done by integrating digital elements like pipeline in microprocessors or multiple stages of pipelines between29
computers. The present paper mainly concentrated on pipeline and their moderate use in the processor. In30
parallel computing the pipeline integration is already used for fastening of the operations in digital systems.31
There are many techniques effectively involved in improving pipeline performance in achieving high data speeds32
in digital systems 1 . In the present paper new technique is proposed along with the discussions of present flaws.33
In the present paper the challenges faced by parallel pipeline are reviewed and new methodology is proposed to34
improve the hit ratio and speed of data fetching through pipeline.35

A novel Classification technique is proposed in pipeline designing in order to achieve high speed computing in36
various digital circuits like MAC, Arithmetic processors, Co-processor design, Peripheral Interface, measurements37
and etc. In most of the programs the instructions can be classified into groups according to their operations.38
if the instructions are classified in to categories like arithmetic, logic, load and etc., then it became very easy39
to the microprocessor to load the instructions into ALU and control unit parallelly. In the traditional pipeline40
methods the op-codes (operation codes) of the instructions are loaded into the execution unit through pipeline.41
Although the op-codes are fetched simultaneously through the pipeline, but they has to wait before they enter42
into execution unit. The present system can reduce this waiting time by selecting the data type and arithmetic43
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5 III. PROPOSED METHOD

type instructions simultaneously at execution unit. This can be implemented by checking the decoded bits at44
MSB of the operation code of the instruction.45

The instruction pipeline functionality mainly depends on the MSB bits of the decoded instruction. Based on46
the decoded instructions the operations can be classified into groups according to the type of their operation.47
Before it is discussed intensely, first talk over about the instruction cycle carried through computer and its48
organization. After fetching the instruction from code memory, it is decoded into two essential parts as Abstract-49
Objectives: Multiple pipelines are used to enhance the throughput. Multiple data are fetched at pipeline and50
classified into different data by selecting and decoding appropriate bits in Instruction field.51

Methods/Statistical analysis: Enhancing the throughput is one of the important issue need to be considered52
in multitasking system. In the present system parallel pipeline is used to improve the data rate. The data rate53
further can be enhanced by doing classification before it feeding to pipeline. In the present system it is achieved54
by data classification which is done at each pipeline based upon mode selecting bits and operation codes.55

Findings: The decoded data from any program is fetched and send simultaneously to arithmetic logic unit or56
any output device simultaneously for further processing. The data is classified and separately passed through57
the stages of pipeline. Based on the type of the data present in the machine code the opcode is classified and58
separated. The classified data is passed through the pipeline to optimize the data throughput. The design of the59
circuit is implemented in Proteus simulation software. It is observed that the multi-byte data or instructions are60
classified and feed through the pipeline. The time gap between two sequential bytes is drastically reduced and61
found they are almost sent side by side.62

Application/Improvements: The present method can be used in digital systems and parallel processing systems63
where high speed data rates are required. The data rate further can be improved by increasing the number of64
stages in the pipeline.65

2 :66

shown in figure 1. They are operation code part and the second part is the address of the operand specified in67
the instruction. In general, the first 12-bits (D0-D11) of the instruction binary code is address part which points68
to an operand and the last 4-bits (D12-D15) at MSB treated as operation code. These operands are fetched from69
the data segment of the memory. Based on the opcode the task will be completed on opcode. The super scalar70
architectures the instructions are executed simultaneously. Hence multiple instruction cycles are carried out in71
the control unit. The number of cycles here depends on the number of stages 2,3,4 . In this case, the instruction72
may contain immediate data, direct address, or indirect address. This phenomenon of transferring data from one73
type of source to any type of destination is called mode operation.74

3 a) Control unit75

The control unit initially fetches the address the operand and fetches the operand from the memory and loaded76
into either in memory, register, or ALU. The loading of the operand in the respective destination is depends77
on 4-bit opcode of 16-bit instruction. Out of four bits the most significant bit (D15) represents the mode of78
addressing. The remaining three bits (d12-D14) are feed to control unit to produce control signals for decoding79
the instruction. The control signals are decoded to select specified operation such as immediate, register transfer,80
accumulator referenced operations and etc as shown in figure 2. The operands are fetched from the address81
specified in address field of the instruction and the specified operations are performed on the retrieved operands82
?? . In figure 2 the M bit used to drive the decoder to select different addressing schemes such as direct or83
indirect. The operands are used to select immediate data. The opcode will drive the control unit to produce the84
control signals in order to activate the necessary circuit to perform the specified task. The control signals will85
select any circuit such as arithmetic circuits, logic circuits, memory references, or register references 5 .86

4 II. Pipeline87

In traditional pipeline the address field and opcode are fetched in sequential clock cycles, and decoding in88
execution unit and fetching the next instruction has done simultaneously as shown in figure 3. In parallel89
pipeline simultaneously multiple instructions are fetched into pipeline and ecoding also done simultaneously 6,790
as shown in figure ??.The notation R 1, R 2, R 3, and R 4 are number of registers. In traditional pipeline, the91
registers are inter-connected with logical circuits to perform various arithmetic operations simultaneously and92
immediately after fetching the code from memory.93

In parallel pipeline two linear pipelines are connected in parallel and synchronized with a clock pulse as shown94
in figure ??. The linear pipelines are active individual at alternative clock pulses. In the positive clock cycle the95
top one and in the negative clock pulse the bottom one will be active 8,9,10 . In this sense, the current work is96
motivated to enhance the performance of the parallel pipeline.97

5 III. Proposed Method98

The proposed method is motivated from the enhanced results obtained from parallel pipeline system 4,8,1099
. In the proposed method multiple pipelines are used to access different types of data from memory. The100

pipeline is classified according to the type of data classified at organization of instruction. Hence separate pipelines101
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are used for different types of instructions executed in the processor. The instructions are classified by combining102
M and opcode bit and the instructions are passed to separate pipelines.I1: MOV R1,@#32 ADD R1103

For instance in the above program the first instruction is decoded and identified as data instruction, and104
the second instruction is an arithmetic instruction which performs addition operation. While send the data to105
pipeline the device called bus controller will direct the instructions to different pipelines with respect to the type106
of machine code obtained from the program. The immediate code will be send to top pipeline which is meant107
only for data. Similarly the second instruction opcode will be sent to the next pipeline which is meant only for108
fetching the arithmetic instructions. The opcode part and operand part will differentiate the type of operations109
performed by the instructions. The devices such as decoders, bus controllers, and transceiver will reconfigure all110
the pipelines in the existing system. The pipelines will be reconfigured 11,12 by these devices every time the111
corresponding and respective data is identified. The proposed parallel pipeline system is shown in figure 5.112

All the control signals in the proposed are narrated as micro operations in the following paragraph. In figure 5113
the left decoder outputs are used to drive the bus controller signals. The control signals of bus controller are used114
to drive the decoder, clock management and transceiver. The clock management circuit is used to synchronize115
the stages of pipeline 13,14,15 .The transceiver upon receiving micro signals from bus controller it controls the116
data transfer between register/memory to register/memory except memory to memory. Multiple units of register117
set are selected with the help of multiplexer (MUX). The control signals for MUX are provided by bus controller.118

6 IV. Results119

In the figure 6 the first wave form represent the clock signal obtained from clock management circuit. The second120
wave represents the output of the first pipeline and third wave represents the output of the second pipeline.121
The fourth waveform represents the output observed at the output of execution unit (EU).The instructions are122
classified with the help of decoders and bus controller. As per the control signals the classified data is served to123
different pipelines. For instance the load instruction opcode into a pipeline, where the arithmetic operation code124
loaded into a different pipeline. While the second instruction processed in the second pipeline the first pipeline125
will be ready to accept the next micro operation. From the results it is observed the classification is effectively126
done by modifying the hardware architectural design.127

7 V. Conclusion128

The classification of instructions based on their opcode is done in the present work. The results are obtained from129
Proteus virtual design tool. Although the number of hardware components in the proposed system increased,130
when compared with the previous circuit the current system effectively involved in fetching the opcode as per131
the input opcode. Almost in the same clock pulse two data are entered into the parallel pipeline with small delay132
difference. 1
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7 V. CONCLUSION
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